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MS3C-PRO X Commercial X Frame Ambulance Stretcher User Manual 
 

 

YouTube DEMONSTRATION:  

https://youtu.be/fovmyCUogmo 
Note: YouTube link is MS3C-PRO X 2000-2022 model. 
Some features have been modified for 2023 version. 
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Adjustments: 

• Height adjustment: There are eight adjustment 

levels available.  Quickly squeeze the red handle 

at the foot end of the stretcher to adjust 

between pre-set heights. 

• Two-Position drop frame: Great for confined 

spaces and elevators: Squeeze the hinge 

sleeve (red vertical bar under the backrest) of 

the drop frame and lower the head end frame 

down to accommodate smaller spaces. 

Backrest will need to be in an upright 

position.. 

·Sidearms: The two side arms can be in a raised 
or lowered position.  To raise and lower arms, 
Squeeze and release the spring-loaded handle 
on the side arm. 

• Wheel lock: The two rear wheels must always be 

locked unless the stretches is in motion.  The 

wheels can be locked into place by pressing the 

on tab on each wheel.  To unlock the wheels, 

press the off tab on each wheel. 

• Locking and unlocking safety lock: To unlock 

the safety lock, LIFT the black knob located on 

the left side of the foot end of the stretcher 

and turn clockwise. To unlock the safety lock, 

pull the black knob and turn counter- 

clockwise and LOWER. 

 

 
 

• Raising and lowering stretcher: If patient is on 
stretcher, you must use two trained operators 
when raising and lowering stretcher.  While 
standing on opposite ends of the stretcher, one 
operator must raise the drop frame to the extended 
position.  While using an underhand grip grasp the 
frame and place a hand on the control handle.  Lift 
the stretcher to take weight off the locking 
mechanism then squeeze the control handle and 
raise or lower the stretcher.  Release the handle 
when the stretcher is at the desired height.  Using 
both operators, lift the stretcher until all four 
wheels are off the ground.  This ensures that the 
undercarriage lock engages if it has not already 
done so.  Set the stretcher onto the ground and do 
not release your grasp until you are sure your 
undercarriage is locked at the new position. 

• Loading the stretcher: Using both operators, 

roll the stretcher forward until both loading 

wheels are on the vehicle floor.  Lift the foot 

end of the stretcher until it is level with the 

vehicle floor.  While one operator holds the 

stretcher in place, the other must squeeze and 

hold the undercarriage control handle and list 

the undercarriage into the folding position.  

Push the stretcher into the vehicle.  Secure the 

stretcher with the vehicle hook brakes. 

• Unloading the stretcher: Release the stretcher 

from the vehicle hook brackets.  Grab the main 

frame and squeeze the undercarriage control 

handle.  Keeping the stretcher level, pull the 

stretcher slowly from the vehicle until it reaches 

the safety stop.  While one operator keeps the 

stretcher level, the other must grab the 

undercarriage hand grip and lower the 

undercarriage to the ground.  Lift the stretcher 

off the ground to verify that the lock has set.  

Release the safety hook off the vehicle. 
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Locking Mechanism Installation 
for Pin Locks: 

1. You will install the vehicle locking 

mechanisms onto the transportation 

vehicles floor as shown in the picture.  

2. The hook bar (shown in PIC 2) will be 

installed towards the front of the 

transportation vehicle. The vehicle locking 

latch (shown in PIC 3) will be installed at the 

rear of the transportation vehicle. 
 

NOTE: You will need to measure the distance between 

the stretcher stability bar located at the head end of 

the stretcher and the stretchers locking pin located at 

the foot end of the stretcher. (as illustrated with the 

blue arrow in the picture) 

 

 

 

3. PIC 1 is pointing to the stretchers horizontal 

frame bar. You will slide the stretcher into 

the vehicle until the stretchers horizontal 

frame bar catches in the U Hooks of the 

stability bar as shown in PIC 2. 

4. As you do so, the stretchers locking pin 

located under the foot end of the stretcher 

(as shown in PIC 4) will catch the locking 

catch (as shown in PIC 3). Once the 

stretchers locking pin is inserted into the 

locking catch, you can pull the red lever to 

manually lock the stretcher into place. 
 
 
 
 


